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Go to It, Julius. There must be a
lot of good In you. The trouble is
you haven't learned how to let it out.

Come on down and talk with me
some day, Julius, and I'll help you to
see a great lights
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FOOL BUSINESS MEN

Editor Day Book: The total value
of the work which the people of the
United States turned out in a year
amounted, in the last census year, to
32 billion dollars, which is the total
of the farm, field, mine and manufac-
turing products of the United States.
As our "foreign trade" absorbs less
than 2 per cent of this total, it follows
that substantially all of tk Bum
must be consumed by the people who
constitute the working millions of
our population.

The delegation of Chicago busi-
ness men who visited President Wil-
son told him, according to the
morning papers, "that it is impossible
to do a profitable business unless a
large volume of business is done."

Naturally every schoolboy knows
that But what most all of our "big"
business men do not understand is
that they are working overtime to
make "the volume" of our business
shrink to its smallest possible propor-
tions in two ways: First, by padding
tha ftanitalization of our Industries
with watered stocks, by means ofM

which an undue proportion of the 32
billions is sought to be applied to pay
interest and dividend on this water,
which really amounts to usury; and,
second, by fighting, even with unfair
means, those citizens, the workers,
who through organized efforts that
is through their unions have been
resisting the lowering of wages be-

low the existence point
By indulging in these practices

"Big" business paralyzes the millions
as consumers of goods, and when the
millions are paralyzed as consumers, J
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1 then business contracts shrink, and
then it becomes impossible "to tio a
large volume of business."

These facts conclusively show that
cutting your nose off to spite your
face is much more than a figure of
speech it is a fact, practiced by
"big" business, and one of the dele-
gates to see the president, J. M.
Barnes, represents one of the best ex-

ponents of the practice Marshall
Field & Co. Henry Knaus,

UNHAPPY MARRIAGES
Editor Day Book: I have read in

The Day Book many articles, opin-
ions and facts on the cause of py

marriages, and I wish to say a
few words in that regard.

A majority of troubles come to us
because we follow our eyes more than
our heads and heatrs, and a good
many times we would rather satisfy,
the eyes of our neighbors than our
own selves. When a young man or
girl wishes to get a life partner the
first thing they look for is good looks.

Character and intellect plays the,
least part, or no part at all, while In
real life the main parts are played by
the character and intellect. Beauty
is only esthetic, artistic and a good
many times it brings misery and suf-
fering.

Some people after they are married
are always afraid of "what will peo-- i

pie say." They will rent a flat in an
apartment building at a high rent,
not for comfort, but that people
should think they are well-to-d- o,

while the truth might be that the
man is working for a small salary.

They will dress not that
they need it, but only because others
are dressed that way. The few dollars
they saved before the wedding (if
they saved any) disappear quickly
and then misery begins.

If young people who Intend to get
married would select their life part-
ners with their hearts and brains In-

stead of with their eyes, and after
the wedding try to satisfy their own,
selves instead, of the eyes Qfjtheb
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